UNSW Civil & Environmental Engineering Industry Partners Program

Internationally ranked as No 1 in Australia and in the world's Top Ten civil engineering schools, the UNSW School of Civil and Environmental Engineering is a powerhouse of teaching and research.

With over two thousand undergraduate and one thousand six hundred postgraduate students, we deliver several innovative high quality degree programs to our enthusiastic and ambitious students. Our postgraduate courses provide essential specialist knowledge for industry practitioners, backed by cutting edge industry-related research. We have a 5 star ranking from the Australian Research Council for our outstanding performance - well above world standard.

The School has been working with the engineering profession for over seventy years – as educator and as research colleague. In order to continue our strong links with industry and to raise the profile of the profession amongst prospective students and the community as a whole, we have a vibrant Industry Partner Program.

Industry Partnership

For companies, entry to the IPP at silver level of $5,000 pa will provide you with many opportunities and benefits. Companies who wish to contribute more significant funds will be awarded Gold or Platinum status and receive further special benefits.

Your Benefits

- Stall at School Careers Market held in March: exclusive access to our third and fourth year students
- Information about your job vacancies placed on School noticeboards and emailed to all appropriate year students
- Meet our elite students over a Botanic Garden breakfast
- Be invited to our student networking and professional development events to talk about your company
- Links to your company website from our website
- Opportunity to provide scholarships for any category of student, high achieving, women, rural, indigenous, migrant, low-income families etc, and/or provide prizes for high achieving students
- Opportunity to attend industry/academic forums to explore innovative, sustainable, responsive engineering research possibilities
- Invited to learn of the cutting edge research being undertaken at the School through attendance at annual PhD Students Posters & Prize Function
- Acknowledged on School Website, banners, posters & in our widely distributed Annual Report

Gold & Platinum Industry Partners Only

- Opportunity to provide speakers in appropriate undergraduate or postgraduate courses

Platinum Industry Partners Only

If funding an academic position, your company will be able to discuss research priorities, teaching and content development and receive academic advice on your own R&D strategies.

If supporting infrastructure projects, your name could be used to commemorate rooms, buildings, equipment and access to senior School staff to sit on interview panels for senior positions in your company
Raising the Profile of the Profession

Through industry’s valued support we have been able to raise the profile of the engineering profession through the following industry partner supported projects.

Development of a Primary School prize in mathematics - to encourage a lifelong interest in mathematics as one of the key requirements for a rewarding and fulfilling engineering career.

Development, with the support of the NSW Department of Education, of a Year 10 work experience week which takes up to 90 students a year to various engineering sites - showing the work of coastal, construction, design, environmental, geotechnical, structural, surveying, transport, water, and wastewater engineers.

Development of a Graduate Ambassadors program through which our women alumni promote the profession to girls and young women.

Industry Partners and Supporters

Silver

Arup, Aurecon, Bouygues Construction, Cardno, CMS Surveyors, CPB Contractors, E3 Advisory, GHD, Jacobs, JK Geotechnics, Laing O’Rourke, Macquarie Geotech, Multiplex, RPS Group, SMEC, Taylor Thomson Whitting (TTW), Turnbull Engineering & WSP

Gold

ANSTO, Melbourne Water, Pells Sullivan Meynink (PSM)

Platinum

 Advisian

Yes I/we would like to be an Industry Partner of the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering at UNSW Sydney.

1. Industry Partner: Silver $5,000 pa

Name of Company

ABN

Address

Name of Contact Person

Position

Contact Email & Phone Number

2. Industry Partner: Gold/Platinum

Yes I/we are also interested in achieving Gold or Platinum Industry partnership with the School. Please contact the company representative named above to discuss.

- **Gold > $25K pa**

Gold Industry Partners typically provide scholarships, ongoing prizes, awards and/or partial financial support for academic teaching or research positions.

- **Platinum >$100K pa**

Platinum Industry Partners typically fund full time or part time academic positions, or fund infrastructure improvements.

Contact

Dr Kurt Douglas E: k.douglas@unsw.edu.au

or Tamara Rouse E: tamara.rouse@unsw.edu.au

T: 9385 5080 | F: 9385 6139

Please email completed form to Tamara Rouse - tamara.rouse@unsw.edu.au.